INTRODUCTION
Cracks in NDE are often modeled as slender -shaped voids with little enclosed volume, or as cracks with asperities, or thin slits cut into the surface of asolid, or as touching surfaces with zero enclosed volume, i.e. a 'mathematical' crack (see Fig. 1 ). Any of these models, among others, may be employed depending on a variety of factors. Although the models with nonzero enclosed volume usually represent reality better, the 'mathematical' model is used very often because of its simplicity and utility, despite certain analytical and numerical difficulties associated with the zero volume aspect. Nevertheless, the more realistic model presents difficulties because of the thinness of the shapes enclosed by the crack surfaces. When such models are used in computations, difficulties with at least the following two features arise: (i) poor conditioning of the final system of equations and (ii) numerical inaccuracy. Both features are due to the proximity of the crack surfaces to each other. This paper demonstrates how a combination of conventional and hypersingular boundary integral equations provides a formulation for scattering of waves from thin -body shapes which is free of the difficulties (i) and (ii). The methodology should be valuable in solving the rough crack and partially -closed crack, as well as the incompletely bonded crack or thin -body inclusion problem. Numerical results are given in this paper for scattering of acoustic waves from certain thin cracklike shapes and data are compared in the near and far field with data from a mathematical crack model. The vector counterpart of such problems, i.e. scattering of elastic waves from cracklike objects, is part of our ongoing research and will be discussed in a future paper.
FORMULATION
If a time -harmonie acoustic wave impinges upon a thin screen as shown in Fig. 2 , the total acoustic field u is given by the representation integral (cf. [1] )
where u == u. + u f , with the s subscript and I superscript indicating 'scattered' and 'ineident' fields, respectivelYj q = au/an on the scatterer surface ST, G is the freespace Greens function exp(ikr)/r, where k = wie, w is the wave frequency and eis the acoustic wave speed, and dependence of all quantities on w is understood. Point z is always on ST, point e is off of ST except when it has a 0 subscript, i.e. eo, in which case it too is on ST. The singularities or near singularities in G and its derivatives as z -+ eo are a key item of concern in this paper.
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Consider for definiteness, and without loss in generality for the issues relevant to this paper, a thin rigid (cracklike) scatterer ST on the surface of which q = O. Next, if two surfaces S+ and S-of ST are identified between which there is a small but nonzero volume (Fig. 2) What is usually done to overcome this degeneracy is as folIows. First, take the limit as S+ and S-become indistinguishable and note that G(x, e) has identical values for x on S+ and S-and aG(x+, e)/an(x+) = -aG(x-, e)/an(x-), such that Eq. (2) takes the form (3) in which S is either S+ or S-and there is no distinction between eo + and eo -, and where t.u == u+ -u-and I:u == u+ + u-are both unknown across S. Now even though there is only one surface S to worry about, and Eq. (3) therefore has none of the poor properties of Eq. (2) plus its eo -counterpart, Eq. (3) by itself is insufficient to determine either I:u or t.u. Thus, the next step i8 usually to take the normal gradient of Eq. (1) at eo, introduce t.u again in the limit as S+ and S-coincide to obtain (4) Since qI is known from uI, t.u on S is the only unknown in Eq. (4). It may be solved from Eq. (4) 
u(x).
Several things should be noted about the strategy above. First, the scatterer in the nondegenerate formulas (3) and (4) is modelIed with one surface S, thus it is arbitrarily thin (or a crack); reference to the separate surfaces S+ and S-and the actual thickness of the scatterer is lost. Second, the 'dash' through the integral in Eq. (3) and the 'double dash' in Eq. (4) signify special interpretation of strongly singular and hypersingular integrals, respectively, which in turn requires special care in numerical implementation (see [3] , [4] , [5] ). Despite these factors, Eq. (3) and Eq.(4) and their vector counterparts for cracks have been used with much success and are the vehiele for providing important scattering data for a variety of physical problems especially in NDE (e.g. [6] , [7] , [8] ).
Nevertheless, for situations where the thickness (however small) of the scatterer may be important, e.g. in the near field for rough cracks, nonconstant -thickness scatterers such as airfoils, tapered shells, thin inelusions, etc., an alternative is presented here to the mathematically -thin model and its integral formulation as described above. Specifically, if the normal gradient of Eq. (1) is taken and the limit of this gradient expression evaluated on the thin scatterer as e -t eo -(rather than eo +), there results (for q = 0) r ß2G(a::
Js-ßn+(a::+)ßn-(eo-)u a:: a:: +Ts-8n-(a::-)8n-(eo-)u a:: S a:: -q eo . (5) A formulation for the thin body problem which uses Eq. (2) and Eq. (5) permits us to separately identify each surface S+ and S-, and this formulation is nondegenerate no matter how elose to each other S+ and S-may be. Thus, by collocating with Eq. (2) on S+, but integrating over both S+ and S-, and by collocating with Eq. (5) on S-, and integrating over both S+ and S-as weIl, scattering from arbitrarily thin scatterers may be treated without necessity of recourse to the crack or arbitrarilythin, single -surface model. Strong and hypersingular integrals still need to be dealt with but, as mentioned, this is becoming routine (cf. [5] ). It is especially important to note that the fictitious eigenfrequency difficulty (cf. [9] ) associated with integral formulations for finite volume (noncrack) scatterers is not present in the formulation Eq. (2) where the columns represent discrete nodal values of u and I u on the + andsurfaces, and the terms rv V in the square matrix become !I in the limit as S+ and S-coincide. Thus the near degeneracy spoken of above is apparent in Eq. (6) for thin scatterers. I is a unit matrix whose size is n X n when there are n nodes on S+ and n nodes on S-. Even when the thin body is not flat the resulting system of equations will be illcondi tioned. A similar version for the discretized version of Eq. (5) wherein a (a square matrix of size n X Tl) is a collection of nonzero coefficients, the specific values of which come from integrals like those in Eq. (5). Again the near degeneracy is apparent.
However, if Eq. (2) and Eq. (5) are used with collocation points eo + and eo -, respectively, as indicated in the formulas, but not with both coIlocation points for each formula as used in Eq. (6) and Eq. (7), there results
The matrix of coefficients in Eq. (8) [10] , but it suffices here to note that the essential idea in removing the accuracy difficulty involves the two -term Taylor series expansion (cf. [5] ) for the density function in the singular and near singular integrals which reduces all of the near -singular and singular integrals with strong and hypersingular kerneis to weakly -singular form. using the boundary element method, where each of the sides of the scatterer is discretized by conforming elements to describe the surface and nonconforming elements to describe the boundary variables [5] . For the h = 0 model, the square root behavior of the solution along the element edges is built into the elements.
In Fig. 3 the scattered field at r = 5a for different scatterer thicknesses is compared with the h = 0 case at a ka = 1 and normal incidence. In the far field, it appears that the scattered field for h :::; 0. 
DISCUSSION
The scattering of elastic waves from cracks, thin voids, surface -breaking cracks and thin inelusions is important for NDE. In such problems the scatterer is usually modeled as a mathematical crack. For most practical situations, especially when the far field results are of interest, the crack model is a reasonable one. However, there are many cases where the crack model is insufficient. In this paper the mathematical difficulties, such as degeneracy of the integral equations and the near singular integrals, which arise when the scatterer is thin are discussed. These difficulties are due to the eloseness of the two surfaces of the scatterer and they are absent for a crack. Here we suggest a formulation involving the integral equation and its normal gradient which is free from the degeneracy difficulty.
Here we also discuss the degeneracy of the integral equations by looking at the discretized form. It is very elear from the discretized form how the boundary integral equation and its normal gradient when used independently are degenerate and how when used together, as suggested, are no longer degenerate. Such an understanding is not straight forward from the integral equations alone.
The near -singular integration used in this work is an extension of the regularization procedure used for singular integrals in our earlier work and will be discussed elsewhere. The discretization of the two surfaces of the scatterer is a function of the wave number only and not a function of the eloseness of the surfaces.
2. 5 . ---------------------------. . . , The scattered field from scatterers of different thicknesses are compared with a zero -thickness (crack) model. Such a study shows that a crack model is a fairly good model for scatterers thinner than a tenth of its length. However this is not always true, particularly when the scatterer surface is not flat but has some structure to it.
